
Smart Factory for optimized recycling of composite PVC



Genesis
Observation:

Today, most composite PVCs are not regenerated. At best, they are energetically valued, at 
worst they are simply dumped.

Why?
- Current processes require a lot of "raw material", and most companies do not have enough 
waste to process simultaneously.
- The material recycled from these processes is of poor quality due to the lack of mastery of 
the input materials.

→ Polyloop proposes a solution to solve these two problems, with a high performance 

and environmentally respectful equipment
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How are composite PVC treated today
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(%)

* 

* Chiffres issus du sondage UMI, basé sur 162 répondants

Problems:

Burial: Loss of resources, non-recycling of raw 
materials, land degradation

Energy recovery: Loss of resources, 
non-recycling of raw materials, low efficiency, 
pollution risks

Chemical recycling: energy-consuming 

process, recovery of degraded materials, few 

applications



A proven process
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1998
Vinyloop process, 

developed by Serge 

Ferrari and Solvay

2008
Texyloop module, 

developed by Serge Ferrari, 

extension of Vinyloop

2019
Polyloop process, 

developed in Smart 

Factory

An answer to the pain 
points identified (low 
economic profitability 

and poor quality of 
recycled material in 

output).

For the treatment of PVC
for almost 20 years: 

8500t / year of recycled PVC 

produced in Ferrara

For the treatment of 
coated fabrics

Restitution of all the 
compounds treated



Polyloop turns a proven industrial chemical recycling 

process into a compact, plug-and-play, cost-effective, 

high-efficiency Smart-Factory
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Fondateurs

Romain Ferrari
Co-fondateur

Engineer from the Navy, Romain designed industrial 

production units and exercised his talents as a 

humanist visionary in the family group Serge Ferrari 

by leading the Texyloop process from the 1990s until 

the plant's shutdown in 2018.

Gabriel Faysse
Co-fondateur

Éco entrepreneur dans le sang, Gabriel maîtrise de 

développement de marchés b2b internationaux dans le 

domaine des énergies renouvelables et l'allègement des 

matériaux par une vision stratégique de la sobriété 

énergétique.
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A new way
to recycle its 

composite PVC waste
-

Regeneration



The regeneration process of Polyloop
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1. Pre-treatment

2. Dissolution

3. Filtration and settling

4. Precipitation of regenerated PVC

5. Drying
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The regeneration process of Polyloop
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The regeneration process of Polyloop - Solvent



Adapted to your needs



For a circular economy
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Post-use waste

Use

- Flexible Composite 
PVC
- Post production 
waste

Production

High quality PVC 
compound
Compound (fibers, 
fillers ...)

Polyloop Regeneration

Groupement de 
déchets post 
utilisation

Collection



Ecosystem
Producer

Converter

Fabricator

Client

Other 
fabricators

Gains
- In charge of the 
post-use waste
- dismantling
- separation

Polyloop 
Regeneration
Equipement

Gains
- Material economy
- High value 
products

Gains 
- Contract condition
- Product 
differentiator
- Responsible 
purchasing

Exemples
- Low volumes
- Leasing
- Prompt need



Thank You !


